Summer 2016

Utah Arm U3 / U3+ Fully Compatible with:

All i-limb Hands (Quantum, Revolution, Ultra)
All bebionic Hands (Large, Medium, Small)
Nearly all other Terminal Devices

Compare Features of Utah Arm U3 / U3+

• Supplemental battery connection
  • Add Touch Bionics, Steeper, IBT (FlexCells) for all-day usage (p/n 3010677)
• Auto-Detect all compatible TDs
• Easily interchange with ETDs - rugged!
• MC Wrist Rotator - 2x speed, 2x force
• COAPT compatibility
  • Up to eight EMG inputs
  • Control three degrees-of-freedom
  • Order COAPT Mod. - no extra charge (p/n 3010891B)

“ETD2” Preview

• Shorter than original ETD by 3 cm/1.2 in
• Secure gripping of flat and cylindrical objects
• FLAG option and Bluetooth®
• Auto-Cal - triggered by iPhone®
• Outside hook friction pads
• Replaceable finger lining
• Multi-Flex or Flexion Wrist options
• Safety release

Available later 2016 (limited release)